A novel unsupervised Levy flight particle swarm optimization (ULPSO) method for multispectral remote sensing image classification
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The rapid development of earth observation technology has produced large quantities of remote sensing data. Unsupervised classification (i.e. clustering) of remote sensing image, an important means to acquire land use/cover information, has become increasingly in demand due to its simplicity and ease of application. Traditional methods such as k-means struggle to solve this NP-hard image classification problem. Particle swarm optimization (PSO), always achieving better result than k-means, has recently been applied to unsupervised image classification. However, PSO was also found to be easily trapped on local optima. This paper proposes a novel unsupervised Levy flight particle swarm optimization (ULPSO) method for image classification with a balanced and powerful searching capability. This results from a new searching strategy: the worst particle in the swarm is targeted and its position is updated with Levy flight at each iteration. The effectiveness of the proposed method is tested with three types of remote sensing imagery (Landsat TM, FLC, and QuickBird) that are distinct in terms of spatial and spectral resolution, and landscape. Our results show that ULPSO is able to achieve significantly better and more stable classification results than k-means and the other two intelligent methods based on genetic algorithm (GA) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) over all of the experiments. ULPSO is, therefore, recommended as an effective alternative for remote sensing image classification.

1. Introduction

Land use/cover data, reflecting the basic natural and social processes, plays an important role in the earth sciences (Loveland et al. 2000; de Colstoun et al. 2006; Huang and Laffan 2009; Deng et al. 2015). It serves as the basis for a variety of predictive models (e.g. ecosystem, hydrologic, and atmospheric models) that simulate the functioning of the Earth system (Bounoua et al. 2002; Jung et al. 2006; Verburg et al. 2011). Furthermore, land use/cover data is essential to understand the complex interactions between human activities and global change (Bonan, 1997; Gong et al. 2013). Currently, it is widely accepted that remote sensing is the mainstream means to produce land cover data because of its many advantages over fieldwork including cost-effectiveness, instantaneous measurement, synoptic view, and high
multi-temporal coverage (Li et al. 2016b). In fact, classifying remote sensing image to available land cover data is regarded as one of the core tasks of the remote sensing community (Li et al. 2011; Wilkinson 2005).

Generally speaking, there are three basic learning approaches to image classification, namely supervised, semi-supervised and unsupervised. Although supervised methods generally produce accurate results, they involve a significant amount of human effort for training sample collection (Duda and Canty 2002). Semi-supervised methods utilize a relatively small amount of labeled data to aid unsupervised training for image classification (Camps-Valls et al. 2007). In other words, training samples, whose acquisition is labour-intensive and time consuming, are required either in the supervised or in the semi-supervised. However, along with the fast development of earth observation technology, remote sensing data set grows rapidly with massive quantities of data currently archived, thus posing a great challenge for the two types of approaches. In contrast, unsupervised (i.e. clustering) methods are in no need of training samples, thereby dawning increasingly attention in the remote sensing community (Yu et al. 2012; Xu et al. 2013). Two commonly used unsupervised methods, $k$-means and fuzzy $c$-means (FCM), in which simple iterative rules are employed, generally converge rapidly (Li et al. 2016a). However, they often have difficulty reaching the global optimal solution (Bandyopadhyay and Maulik 2002; Yildirim 2014).

Unsupervised image classification can be transformed into an optimization problem, to which artificial intelligent algorithms could help. Consequently methods such as genetic algorithm (Maulik and Bandyopadhyay 2000) and artificial immune systems (Zhong et al. 2006) have been employed for image classification. Recently, a newly proposed nature-inspired algorithm, particle swarm optimization (PSO), has become popular because of its impressive performance when solving a broad range of optimization problems such as function optimization (Seo et al. 2006), flow-shop scheduling (Tseng et al. 2008), and image processing (Chang et al. 2009). The feasibility of PSO in solving the complex remote sensing image classification has also been demonstrated (Omran et al. 2005; Wong et al. 2011; Mukhopadhyay et al. 2015). However, some studies found that PSO is more likely to become trapped on local optima when solving large-scale complex problems (like multi-peak-searches) (Das et al. 2016), such as the image clustering problem (Li et al. 2016b). Currently, the global best solution is employed in the evolution process of PSO (called “elitism strategy”) to accelerate the convergence of PSO. However, this might cause the swarm to converge prematurely (i.e. on local optima) since population diversity decreases with the evolution of particles (Yu et al. 2013), leading to a local optimum without guaranteeing global convergence (Yang 2010).

Some efforts have been made to improve the performance of PSO-based image clustering. For example, Xu and Zhang (2009) developed a fuzzy PSO method for image clustering. Paoli et al. (2009) clustered hyperspectral image by using multiobjective PSO. Yang et al. (2009) presented a hybrid clustering algorithm based on PSO and K-harmonic means. Wang et al. (2012) employed PSO to increase the accuracy of sub-pixel mapping created by a sub-pixel/pixel spatial attraction model (SPSAM). Naeini et al. (2014) integrated PSO with decision analysis to improve the dynamic clustering of image. Most of the current studies, however, just combined other algorithms or classifiers with PSO in hope of gaining a better
clustering result, whereas few efforts have been dedicated to the improvement of PSO from a standpoint of searching mechanism. Such a fundamental innovation of PSO would benefit its applications not only in image clustering, but also in the other fields.

In this paper, a novel unsupervised Levy flight particle swarm optimization (ULPSO) method is proposed for remote sensing image classification. The main contribution of this work is the establishment of a new searching mechanism for PSO by using Levy flight, which is a class of random walk employed by some animals when foraging foods (Edwards et al. 2007). In theory, Levy flight with various step lengths exhibiting non-Gaussian distributions could maintain the level of population diversity of standard PSO, thus improving the likelihood of approaching (or reaching) the optimal solution to the classification problem. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first application of Levy flight to improve the swarm intelligence based image classification. The proposed method is tested with three kinds of multispectral images (Landsat TM, FLC, and QuickBird) that are different in terms of spatial and spectral resolution, and landscape. The experiments results have demonstrated the superiority of the proposed method.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the PSO and Levy flight are briefly outlined; the proposed ULPSO method is described in detail in Section 3; in Section 4, the experiments and results are provided; and discussion and conclusions are made in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.

2 Particle swarm optimization and Levy flight

2.1 Particle swarm optimization

PSO, a meta-heuristic optimization algorithm (Kennedy and Eberhart 1995), is inspired by the behaviours of bird flocking and fish schooling in the process of food searching. It acquires intelligence through mutual communication and cooperation among the individuals (Paoli et al. 2009). For PSO, a particle of swarm, denoting a candidate solution to the optimization problem, is initially assigned by a random position within the search space; the particle then strives to move towards the promising positions according to its own experience and the experience from neighbour particles, in other words, the particle updates positions by tracking its personal best position (pbest) and the global best position (gbest) memorized in each iteration (Masoomi et al. 2013); by doing so, the whole swarm gradually moves to the promising areas, thus approaching (or achieving) the optimal solution in the end.

Figure 1 is here

Figure 1 illustrates the evolution process of a particle in a 2-D spatial space (Liu et al. 2008). In the figure, \( X_i(t) \) and \( V_i(t) \), respectively, denote the position and velocity of the \( i \)-th particle at time \( t \). \( X_{i\text{pbest}} \) and \( X_{\text{gbest}} \) are the best positions found by the \( i \)-th particle and the whole swarm, respectively. Two velocities \( V_{i\text{pbest}} \) and \( V_{\text{gbest}} \) pointing to \( X_{i\text{pbest}} \) and \( X_{\text{gbest}} \), respectively, are then combined with \( V_i(t) \) to generate the velocity \( V_i(t + 1) \) of the particle at time \( t + 1 \). The particle then moves to its new position \( X_i(t + 1) \) with \( V_i(t + 1) \), which is closer to the global optimal solution. A detailed calculation of velocity and position of particle can be found in Section 3. By iterating the
above process, the particle swarm could progressively approach the global optimum.

2.2 Levy flight

It is widely accepted that randomization exerts an important effect on both exploration and exploitation of meta-heuristic algorithm. The essence of such randomization is the random walk, a process consisting of taking a number of consecutive random steps (Yang 2010). Brownian random walks, obeying a Gaussian distribution, are the most popular walks in nature. Specifically, Levy flight, a class of random walk, has the potential to maximize the efficiency of resource searching in uncertain environments (Nayak et al. 2009). Thus, it has been employed by many animals when foraging foods, such as albatrosses and fruit flies, and spider monkeys (Edwards et al. 2007). As a matter of fact, some previous efforts found that Levy flight could improve the performance of nature-inspired algorithms (Senthilnath et al. 2013; Senthilnath et al. 2016).

The step length \( s \) of Levy flight is drawn from the Levy distribution \( L(s) \), a simple power-law formula

\[
L(s, \gamma, \mu) = \begin{cases} \frac{\gamma}{2\pi} \exp\left[-\frac{\gamma}{2(s-\mu)^2}\right] \frac{1}{(s-\mu)^{3/2}}, & 0 < \mu < s < \infty, \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

where \( \mu \) is the location parameter, and \( \gamma \) is a scale parameter controlling the scale of distribution.

Levy distribution can also be described in terms of Fourier transformation as shown in Equation (2) (Yang 2010):

\[
F(k) = \exp[-\alpha |k|^\beta], \quad 0 < \beta \leq 2,
\]

where \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) determine the distribution of the Fourier transformation. Specifically, \( \alpha \in [-1, 1] \) is a scale parameter (known as skewness or scale factor) indicating the skew direction; \( \beta \) is a parameter that controls the shape of the probability distribution within \((0, 2]\); the smaller the \( \beta \) is, the longer the possible jump is.

Since the analytic form of the integral is unobtainable for general \( \beta \), a few special cases, instead, were usually employed in real applications. In particular, for \( \beta = 1 \) and \( \beta = 2 \), the Fourier transform corresponds to a Cauchy distribution \( (F(k) = \exp[-\alpha |k|^1]) \) and a Gaussian distribution \( (F(k) = \exp[-\alpha k^2]), \) respectively.

In fact, Levy stochastic process with diverging moments can be characterized by probability density. Once the density is given, the step length \( s \) of Levy flight can then be estimated.

3 Unsupervised Levy flight particle swarm optimization method

The ULPSO method was developed from PSO and Levy flight for the purpose of unsupervised remote sensing image classification. Suppose a remote sensing image consists of \( N \) pixels with \( D \) attributes and \( K \) classes for classification. In principle, ULPSO
classifies the image by searching for a fixed number \((K)\) of optimal cluster centres \((C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_K)\) within \(\mathbb{R}^D\), so that the clustering metric \((M)\), i.e. the sum of the Euclidean distances from the pixels to their respective cluster centres (Maulik and Bandyopadhyay 2000), can be minimized. The clustering metric can be mathematically denoted as follows:

\[
M = \sum_{i=1}^{K} \sum_{x_j \in C_i} \|x_j - z_i\|,
\]

where \(x_j\) is an arbitrary pixel of the image belonging to class \(i\) \((i = 1, 2, \ldots, K)\), with \(z_i\) as its cluster centre, and \(j\) is the pixel number of class \(i\).

Figure 2 shows the flowchart of ULPSO, in which the main procedures including particle position initialization, fitness evaluation, particle position searching, \(pbest\) and \(gbest\) updating, and position searching by Levy flight are detailed in the next few sections.

Figure 2 is here

### 3.1 Particle representation and initialization

In PSO, a particle, denoting a candidate solution to the problem of clustering centre optimization, is formed by connecting the cluster centre of each class represented with a sequence of real numbers. The length of the particle is \(D \times K\) \((K\), the number of classes\), where the first \(D\) positions represent the cluster centre of class one, the second \(D\) positions represent that of class two, and so on. Suppose the number of released particles \((N_{pop})\) is \(n\), at the beginning of iteration, each particle of the swarm is randomly assigned a position, which can be generated as follows:

\[
X_i^j = X_{\text{min}}^j + r(X_{\text{max}}^j - X_{\text{min}}^j),
\]

where \(X_i^j\) is the position at the \(j\)-th attribute for the \(i\)-th particle, \(X_{\text{min}}^j\) and \(X_{\text{max}}^j\) are the minimum and maximum values of the \(j\)-th attribute, respectively, and \(r\) is drawn from a uniform distribution \([0, 1]\).

### 3.2 Fitness evaluation

The clustering metric \((M)\) is inversely proportional to the quality of clustering, i.e. the lower the value of cluster metric, the better the quality of the clustering, since pixels in the same cluster should be as close (i.e. have high similarity) as possible (Li et al. 2016a). Thus, the fitness function is defined on the basis of clustering metric as follows:

\[
\text{fit} = 1 / (M + 1),
\]

where \(M\) is calculated using Equation (3).

The fitness of a single particle at each iteration is calculated using Equation (5). For the \(i\)-th particle, its fitness \((\text{fit}^{pbest})\) as well as the position \((X_i^{pbest})\) are then memorized. In addition, the global best fitness of the whole swarm \((\text{fit}^{gbest})\) and its corresponding position \((X^{gbest})\) are also identified and recorded, respectively.

### 3.3 Optimal position searching of particle
After having assessed the fitness, the velocity of each particle is updated using the following equation:

\[ V_i(t + 1) = w V_i + c_1 r_1 (X_{i}^{pbest} - X_i(t)) + c_2 r_2 (X_{gbest} - X_i(t)), \]  

(6)

where \( V_i(t + 1) \) and \( V_i(t) \) are the velocities of the \( i \)-th particle at time \( t + 1 \) and \( t \), respectively; \( X_{i}^{pbest} \) and \( X_i(t) \) are the historical best position and the position at time \( t \) for the \( i \)-th particle, respectively; \( X_{gbest} \) is the historical best position of the whole swarm; \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) are two uniformly distributed random numbers in the range \([0, 1]\); \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) are acceleration coefficients; \( w \) is the inertia weight determining the effect of velocity at time \( t \) on the current (at time \( t + 1 \)) velocity.

Accordingly, the position of each particle is involved with the newly generated velocity (Figure 1):

\[ X_i(t + 1) = X_i(t) + V_i(t + 1), \]  

(7)

where \( X_i(t + 1) \) and \( X_i(t) \) are the positions of the \( i \)-th particle at time \( t + 1 \) and \( t \), respectively.

### 3.4 Updating pbest and gbest

When all particles of the swarm having finished their movements, the corresponding fitness values are recalculated using Equation (5). The personal best position for the \( i \)-th particle is then updated in the following way:

\[ X_{i}^{pbest} = \begin{cases} X_i(t + 1), & fit_i^{pbest} < fit_i(t + 1) \\ X_{i}^{pbest}, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}, \]  

(8)

where \( fit_i(t + 1) \) denotes the fitness of the \( i \)-th particle at time \( t + 1 \).

The global best position can be assigned as follows:

\[ X_{gbest} = \begin{cases} X_{gbest}(t + 1), & fit_{gbest}^{gbest} < fit_{gbest}(t + 1) \\ X_{gbest}, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}, \]  

(9)

where \( fit_{gbest}(t + 1) \) denotes the best fitness of the whole swarm at time \( t + 1 \), with \( X_{gbest}(t + 1) \) as the corresponding position.

### 3.5 Global searching by Levy flight

As mentioned before, Levy flight is more efficient than Brownian random walks when exploring in a large-scale search space. There are several ways of simulating Levy stochastic process, and one of the most efficient ways is to employ the Mantegna algorithm (Mantegna 1994), in which the step lengths \( s \) of Levy flight can be calculated as follows:

\[ s = 0.01 \frac{\mu}{|\lambda|}, \]  

(10)

where the factor 0.01 comes from the fact that \( L/100 \) (\( L = 1 \)) is the typical step size of
walks/flight (Yang 2010), where \( L \) is the typical length scale; \( \mu, \nu \) and \( \lambda \) are, respectively, drawn from normal distributions:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mu & \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \sigma^2_{\mu}), \\
\nu & \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \sigma^2_{\nu}), \\
\lambda & \sim \mathcal{N}(0, 1),
\end{align*}
\]

where

\[
\sigma_{\mu} = \frac{\left[\Gamma(1 + \beta) \sin(\pi \frac{\beta}{2})\right]^\frac{i}{\beta}}{\Gamma(\frac{(1 + \beta)}{2})\beta2^{\frac{(\beta-1)}{2}}}, \sigma_i = 1 ,
\]

where \( \Gamma \) is the gamma function, and \( \beta \) is a constant varying between 1 and 2.

Global searching can be initiated by exploring new search areas. To enhance the swarm’s exploration capacity, the worst particle (i.e. the particle with the lowest fitness) at the current iteration is targeted and its position is then updated with Levy flight (step \( s \)):

\[
X_i^{\text{new}} = X_i + s, \tag{13}
\]

where \( X_i^{\text{new}} \) denotes the newly position for the \( i \)-th particle (the worst particle), whose original position is \( X_i \).

The fitness of the updated particle is subsequently recalculated.

### 3.6 Stopping condition

The search iteration stops only when the number of maximum iterations (\( M_{\text{iter}} \)) is reached. In this case, the optimal position, i.e. a group of cluster centres as the solution to the unsupervised classification problem, is acquired. The image is then classified on the basis of the solution.

### 3.7 Pseudocode of ULPSO

Initialize the control parameters (\( N_{\text{pop}}, M_{\text{iter}}, w, c_1, \) and \( c_2 \))
Randomly initialize the positions of particles using Equation (4)
Evaluate the fitness of particles using Equation (5)
Memorize the gbest and pbest of particles
while iter < \( M_{\text{iter}} \) do
  for \( i = 1: N_{\text{pop}} \) do
    Update the velocity of each particle using Equation (6)
    Update the position of each particle using Equation (7)
  end for
  Evaluate the fitness of new particles using Equation (5)
  for \( i = 1: N_{\text{pop}} \) do
    Update pbest using Equation (8)
  end for
  Update gbest using Equation (9)
  Identify the particle with the lowest fitness
  Update the particle position with Levy flight using Equation (13)
  Update the fitness of the updated particle using Equation (5)
iter = iter + 1
end while

Output the optimal solution

4 Experiments and analysis

The effectiveness of the proposed method was tested with three kinds of remote sensing images, namely Landsat TM, FLC, and QuickBird. In addition, traditional k-means as well as two intelligent unsupervised classification methods based on standard genetic algorithm (denoted as UGA) and particle swarm optimization (denoted as UPSO), respectively, were also implemented for accuracy comparison (Srinivasan and Seow 2003). Note, an experiment denotes the classification of a particular imagery with the four methods (k-means, UGA, UPSO, and ULPSO), e.g. QuickBird experiment.

The number of image clustering can be either predefined or estimated during iteration (i.e. auto-clustering). In an auto-clustering method, varied numbers of clusters, instead of a fixed one, are usually produced during iterations (Maulik and Saha 2010). The numbers of variables to be optimized may thus vary for different classification methods, leading to an incomparable classification environment. Therefore, the number of clusters is uniformly assigned for all of the methods in each experiment.

To evaluate the performance of methods quantitatively, some commonly used measures of classification accuracy were calculated for each classification, namely overall accuracy (OA), producer’s accuracy (PA), user’s accuracy (UA), and Kappa coefficient (KA). For detailed information on how to calculate these measures, readers are reference to Foody et al. (2002).

4.1 Data sets

Landsat TM: The imagery (Row/Path: 120/27) was collected by Landsat Thematic Mapper on August 27, 2007. A subset of the image over Zhalong National Nature Reserve (ZNNR) of China was chosen as our test image (Figure 3). It is of size 310×310 pixels with six spectral bands (bands 1-5 and band 7). The spectral wavelengths vary from 0.45 to 2.35 µm. The spatial of the image is 30 m. It has a typical heterogeneous landscape, integrated by natural wetland and anthropic farmland. In reference to the field work, five classes including marsh, meadow, farmland, saline land, and water were identified for the image. A total of 7607 samples (see Figure 3(b)) were gathered for testing the image classification results.

FLC: The image was acquired by the M7 scanner over Tippecanoe County, Indiana, US, in June 1966 (Tadjudin and Landgrebe, 2000). A subset of the original image with a size of 100×118 pixels and 12 multispectral bands was employed in this experiment. The spectral wavelengths of bands range from 0.40 to 1.00 µm. It is of a typical farmland landscape consisting of four classes: soybeans, rye, red clover, and wheat. A total of 7936 samples were available along with the image for accuracy assessment (Figure 4(b)).

QuickBird: The image was gathered over the Yalvhe farm, China, on September 4, 2005. The image provides 2.4 m spatial resolution in four multispectral bands with the spectral wavelength ranging from 0.45-0.90µm (Wang et al. 2004). A subset of the image with a size of 350×350 pixels, covering mostly farmland and woodland, was chosen for this experiment. According to the field investigation, the image is mainly covered by five classes, namely paddy field, farmland, grass, forest, and shadow. A total of 5781 samples were collected to
evaluate the classification results of the image (Figure 5(b)).

4.2 Parameters initialization

To make a fair comparison, the same values, i.e. the maximum iteration number of 1000 and population size of 40, were assigned for the common parameters of the three intelligent methods (UGA, UPSO, and ULPSO). Other parameters for each of the methods were provided as follows: for UGA, crossover rate $p_c = 0.8$, mutation rate $p_s = 0.01$, generation gap $p_g = 0.9$ (Karaboga and Akay 2009); for UPSO and ULPSO, acceleration coefficients $c_1 = c_2 = 1.8$, inertia weight $w = 0.6$ (Vesterstrom and Thomsen 2004). As a benchmark, traditional $k$-means was also implemented with control parameters: the maximum iteration number $= 1000$, the pixel change threshold $= 0\%$; the classification number assigned to the three images was five, four, and five, respectively. It is noted that candidate solutions of the UGA, UPSO, and $k$-means were initialized in the same way as ULPSO (i.e. by using Equation (4)).

4.3 Classification Results

Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the land-cover classification results of the three experiments. The corresponding classification accuracies including PA, UA, and OA achieved by the four methods ($k$-means, UGA, UPSO, and ULPSO) are summarized in Tables 1-3, respectively. Table 4 provides the Kappa Z-test results for the classifications. In general, ULPSO outperformed the other methods ($k$-means, UGA, and UPSO) over all three experiments. The overall accuracy achieved by ULPSO was higher than $k$-means, UGA, and UPSO by 19.01\%, 11.80\%, and 11.31\%, respectively, for the TM experiment, and by 25.62\%, 6.13\%, and 1.12\%, respectively, for the FLC experiment. For the QuickBird experiment, the improvements were 8.67\%, 5.83\%, and 0.83\%, respectively (Table 3).

For the TM experiment, a large part of marsh areas were misidentified as farmland in the $k$-means classification (Figure 3 (c)), resulting in low accuracies (both PA and UA) of both marsh and farmland (Table 1). The results of the three intelligent methods (UGA, UPSO, and ULPSO) were more accurate than $k$-means because of better differentiations between marsh and farmland (Figure 3). However, both UGA and UPSO tended to overestimate the marsh class, thus leading to a low UA (lower than 62\%) for the class. Fortunately, the proposed ULPSO could better identify the marsh class (UA > 82\%), thereby providing the best classification accuracy. The Kappa Z-test further indicated that ULPSO performed significantly better than $k$-means, UGA, and UPSO (Table 4).

Tables 1-4 are here

For the FLC experiment, the performance of $k$-means was also very poor, which misclassified a majority of wheat as soybeans (Figure 4 (c)). UGA notably improved the identification of wheat, but mislabeled some rye pixels as wheat (Figure 4 (d)). As a result, a
low PA for wheat (< 76%) and UA for rye (< 80%) were produced (Table 2). In comparison, satisfactory results (OA > 95%) were yielded by UPSO and ULPSO, which relatively well separated the four classes (Figure 4 (e, f)). Yet, ULPSO still outperformed UPSO in this experiment due to its better discrimination between wheat and rye (Figure 4 (f)). Thus, similar to the TM experiment, ULPSO achieved statistically significantly better result than k-means, UGA, and UPSO (Table 4).

As for the QuickBird experiment, k-means and UGA produced lower but comparable classification results (with OA around 65%). In the k-means classification, only a small part of forest was correctly identified (Figure 5 (c)), leading to an extraordinarily low PA for forest (< 20%). UGA, however, improved the accuracy of forest, but a large part of grass was misidentified as forest (Figure 5(d)). In contrast, similar but better results were achieved by UPSO and ULPSO, with overall accuracies larger than 70%. The Z-test results showed that ULPSO performed significantly better than k-means and UGA. The difference between UPSO and ULPSO, however, was not significant, despite the slight outperformance of ULPSO over UPSO (Table 4).

4.4 Robustness and searching capacity of methods

To evaluate the robustness of the proposed method, ULPSO as well as k-means, UGA, and UPSO were implemented 30 times with randomly generated initial population for each experiment. The average overall accuracy and Kappa coefficient were summarized in Table 5. It is observed from the table that the highest accuracy was obtained by ULPSO over all of the three experiments, followed by UPSO and UGA, while k-means demonstrated the worst. Besides, ULPSO worked much more stable (i.e. robust) than the other methods in view of its lower variance of accuracy (Table 5). To further compare the means of the classification results produced by methods, the student’ t-test was performed on Kappa coefficient (Table 5). As shown in the table, the presented ULPSO beat the other methods in a statistically significant manner in the first two experiments. There was no significant difference among the three intelligent methods in the QuickBird experiment, despite ULPSO yielded the highest average accuracy (Table 5).

Table 5 is here

The average clustering metric values (number of repetition: 30 times) running versus numbers of iterations were calculated to investigate the searching capacity of methods. Figure 6 illustrated the corresponding results over the three experiments. It is shown that each method appeared similar patterns over the three experiments. In specific, UGA had the slowest rate of convergence, thus incapable of acquiring a lower cluster metric value, even if reaching the maximum number of iteration. In comparison, the fastest convergence rate was achieved by k-means, which becomes stable in the early stages (about 60 iterations) of the optimization; a similar convergence pattern was revealed by UPSO, maturing at about 100 iterations (Figure 6). However, both k-means and UPSO converged to high-level values of clustering metric, indicating they are subject to being fallen into local optimum prematurely. As for ULPSO, it not only maintains the same advantage of rapid convergence at the early optimization stage as UPSO, but also continuously and strongly optimizes (decreases) the
value of objective function, which stabilizes at about 800 iterations (Figure 6). As a result, obviously lower clustering metric value was achieved by ULPSO, where Levy flight plays a crucial role in helping PSO jump out of local optima and eventually approach (or reach) the optimal solution.

Figure 6 is here

4.5 Computational complexity analysis

In this paper, the computational complexity was fairly compared since the same number of outer iterations (Miter) was utilized in each method. The complexity of the methods thus differs mainly from their numbers of inner loops. Consider \( n, K \) are the number of population and the number of clusters, respectively. Among the four methods, k-means, with \( K \) inner loops and Miter outer iterations, has the least complexity: \( O(Miter \times K) \); for UGA, it can be expressed as \( O(Miter \times nK + np + 1/2 np_c + np_g) \), where \( O(nK) \) is the complexity of objective function, while \( O(np_g) \), \( O(1/2 np_c) \), and \( O(np) \) denote that of the three operators respectively: selection, cross, and mutation; UPSO and ULPSO have a relatively high complexity: \( O(Miter \times nK + 2n) \) and \( O(Miter \times nK + 2n + K) \), respectively. In comparison with UPSO, a little bit more complexity hold by ULPSO was noticed.

The practical computing time of classifications in the three experiments is listed in Table 6. Note that all the three methods were implemented in a MATLAB environment, and run on a personal computer with 3.20-GHz CPU and 8.0-GB memory. As expected, the intelligent methods (UGA, UPSO, and ULPSO) required much more computation time than the simple k-means. This is because k-means uses only one candidate solution during each iteration of clustering, while 40 candidate solutions are simultaneously evolved for the three intelligent methods. The computational time is almost the same for UGA and UPSO, while a little bit more time is needed by ULPSO because of the computation of step length of Levy flight. But it is acceptable in view of the significant better results.

Table 6 is here

5 Discussion

In this paper, the problem of image clustering is transformed into an optimization problem. The number of variables contained in each candidate solution is fixed, i.e. the product \( (D \times K) \) of dimension of attributes \( (D) \) and number of clusters \( (K) \). The aim of clustering is to find out proper variables in the solution space to form an optimal solution, so that the clustering metric (objective function) can be minimized. However, it is not a trivial task since image clustering usually has a huge solution space. This paper is to establish an effective and reliable searching mechanism in the space.

The proposed ULPSO proves superior to traditional k-means, UGA, and UPSO over all of the three experiments. In UGA, candidate solutions were randomly crossed and mutated (Yen et al. 1998), without further seeking candidates around the current optimum. Achieving the
slowest convergence rate (Figure 6), UGA is therefore in short of the necessary exploitation capacity for handling complex remote sensing image. As for UPSO, the evolution is carried out by considering the global (i.e. the whole swarm) optimal solution and personal (i.e. an individual particle) optima (Equation (6)). UPSO hence owns a high exploitation capacity (Kusetogullari et al. 2015), which well explains the reason of its rapid convergence (Figure 6). Yet, such an evolving strategy would make all individual particles resemble each other (Arani et al. 2013), thus having difficulty maintaining the diversity of population. As a consequence, the swarm tends to be premature (i.e. trapping on local optima) in the early evolution stage (Figure 6) due to the lack of exploration capacity (Kaveh and Zolghadr 2014).

Satisfactorily, by adopting Levy flight, the proposed ULPSO method possesses not only the inherent exploitation capacity (like UPSO) but also a powerful exploration capacity, as illustrated by Figure 6. The searching step produced by Levy flight can differ in length, thus enabling to offer long steps with a certain probability (Yang 2010). The worst particle (with the lowest fitness), whose new position was assigned by Levy flight in each iteration, can then be served as a scout particle to pioneer new spaces. Such a searching strategy guarantees the local exploitation capability of the population; at the same time, the particles are able to travel throughout the whole solution space, thus providing a global searching ability. The integration of Levy flight and the PSO would provide a complementary behavior (exploration and exploitation). Thanks to this novel searching strategy (the major contribution of this research), significant better results were achieved by ULPSO in comparison with UPSO.

Some previous researches enhanced the PSO-based image clustering by integrating other algorithms (e.g. decision-making; Naeini et al. 2014) or classifiers (e.g. SVM; Venkatalakshmi and Shalinie 2005). There are also some studies employing PSO to optimize other clustering algorithms (e.g. fuzzy c-means; Samadzadegan and Naeini 2011; Niazmardi et al. 2012). The basic searching strategy of PSO, however, has received little attention in the literature. Toward this end, Levy flight was introduced to enhance the exploration capacity of PSO, i.e. to fundamentally improve the algorithm from the underlying searching mechanism. That’s why different types of remote sensing images adopted in this study (including TM, FLC and QuickBird) were effectively handled by ULPSO. In fact, the proposed method is universally applicable, not only to different kinds of remotely sensed images but also to a variety of application programs of geosciences and remote sensing, such as image band selection (Su et al. 2014), land use allocation (Liu et al. 2013), and urban growth modeling (Feng et al. 2011).

We note that a few early efforts had been made to improve PSO by Levy flight for function optimization, and presented the corresponding methods (LFPSO, Hakli and Uguz 2014; PSOLF, Jensi and Jiji 2016). However, the searching strategies employed in these methods were in short of balanced exploitation and exploration capabilities, thus having difficulty addressing the complex problem of image clustering. For LFPSO, a particle’s position is updated by Levy flight, only if it cannot be improved after reaching a predefined searching time limitation. Such a searching mechanism may reduce the exploration capacity of LFPSO, since those continuously evolved particles with low fitness could still survive after a large number of iteration. This leads to a waste of valuable searching sources. Besides, it is hard to determine a proper value of searching time limitation. As for PSOLF, positions of as many as one-half particles are regenerated by Levy flight at each iteration, leading to an
intense fluctuation of the population. This may substantially weaken the exploitation capacity of the method. The searching capacity of the four PSO-based methods (i.e. UPSO, LFPSO, PSOLF, and ULPSO) was tested in the TM experiment, with each method performed 10 times. As illustrated by Figure 7 in which variations of the average clustering metric value for each method were compared, PSOLF performed the worst, followed by UPSO and PSOLF; the proposed ULPSO achieved the best result thanks to its balanced and powerful exploitation and exploration capabilities as discussed previously. Figure 8 further demonstrates that the proposed method achieved better and more stable classification results than the other methods.

Figure 7 is here

6 Conclusions

Unsupervised remote sensing image classification, that typically has very large solution spaces, belongs to the family of NP-hard problems. Traditional k-means and common intelligent methods (such as genetic algorithm) tend to become trapped on local optima due to their limited exploitation or exploration capacities. In this paper, we develop a novel ULPSO methodology in which a new searching strategy with Levy flight is adopted for unsupervised image classification. Due to its powerful exploitation ability, ULPSO converged very rapidly at the early optimization stage like UPSO. More importantly, it could jump out of local optima and continuously approach (or reach) the optimal solution, thanks to the relatively powerful exploration capacity benefiting from Levy flight. ULPSO has been shown to be superior to the other methods over all of the experiments. The proposed method is, therefore, suggested to be an alternative for unsupervised remote sensing image classification.

Although ULPSO achieved encouraging results, we notice that it is still difficult to yield satisfactory image classification result relying on spectral information purely (the 'salt-and-pepper' phenomenon), especially for the very high resolution (VHR) image (Figure 5). Incorporating spatial information of image into ULPSO deserves much more investigation. In addition, we would like to explore the possibility of developing an automatic clustering method based on the presented method. In that case, intra criterion (clustering metric in our experiments) as well as inter criterion should be simultaneously considered in the process of optimization.
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